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The End
Jason Reeves

Capo 3
Standard Tuning
Tabbed by:Jason Reeves 

Intro
C,Am9,G,F x2 (pick the intro)

Verse 
C                                  Am9
The end is such a scary place to start
                      G
everything is torn apart
                          F
and i don t know where to go from here
        C                            Am9
in the end, there s no reason to pretend
                     G     
i know you won t be back again
                F
i gotta find a way from here..

Pre Chorus
F*                           G*
i don t know where i ll fall down
     F*                     G*
but i m sure to hit the ground..

Chorus
C*
cause it s not over till it s over
G*
every ending s a new beginning
F*
one more chance to get it right
            A             G*
one more chance to get it wrong
C*
its not over till it s over
G*
sometime s nowhere leads to somewhere
F*
and it all starts again
A                  G*
and it all starts again
       C
in the end



Verse 2
C                             Am9
and it s such a scary place to be
                    G
everything is in between
                          F
and i don t know where to go from here
C                              Am9
in the end i see it s all up to me
                             G
to figure out where i should be
             F
im gonna find a way from here

Pre Chorus

F*                           G*
i don t know where i ll fall down
     F*                     G*
but i m sure to hit the ground..

chorus
C*
cause it s not over till it s over
G*
every ending s a new beginning
F*
one more chance to get it right
            A              G*
one more chance to get it wrong
C*
its not over till it s over
G*
sometime s nowhere leads to somewhere
F*                    
and it all starts again,
A                  G*
and it all starts again 
       C*
in the end                  

Bridge
C*,Am9,G,F                   Build Up on F and go straight in to Chorus

C*
cause it s not over till it s over
G*
every ending s a new beginning
F*
one more chance to get it right
            A              G*
one more chance to get it wrong



C*
its not over till it s over
G*
sometime s nowhere leads to somewhere
F*                        
and it all starts again,
A                    G*
and it all starts again 
       C*          Am9
in the end                
G                 F
In the end 
C*
and it all starts again
Am9
and it all starts again
G
and it all starts again
F
yeh its starts again 
C                                        Am9
in the end and its such a scary place to be 
                     G
everything is in between 
                         F
and i don t know here to go from here 

Chords
C 032010
C*332010
Am9-505500
A-577500 
G-355400
G*-355433 
F-133200
F*133211


